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	To the challenge: The social innovation challenge is to come up with a concept model helping to tackle unequal access to quality finance, education, healthcare with support of satellite technology as the core enabler. The participants can choose to tackle one, several or even all the above goals in their solution as well as having national, regional or global impact. Some of the questions you would need to answer:- Make the most of the existing GEO and MEO communications satellite fleet of SES: what is the required space infrastructure?- What other space and/or ground assets we could leverage or need to develop to enable the solution?- How could we make the solution scalable to impact more people in other parts of the world?- What would the value chain look like?- How can we make it economically self-sustainable? How do you see potential evolution of the business model?- How can your solution help build bridges between cultures, countries, nations, religions, etc. to drive inclusive and equal world?- What parties could be tangential beneficiaries of your proposed solution?
	From Space: Access to quality finance, education and healthcare has tremendous potential to sustainably break the vicious circle of poverty and improve lives of millions of people across the world. Some of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDG) are focused specifically on those challenges. Let's leverage the unique superpowers of satellites to boost the standards of finance, health and education equality. We can reach millions of people even in the most remote areas from just a single location in space (and with constellations the possibilities are virtually limitless).What problems are we trying to solve:Finance (UNSDG 1)  - End poverty in all its forms everywhere and drive economic progress. How can satellite connectivity support or even redefine the future use of financial tools and help change the fact that more than 700 million people, or 10% of the world population, still live in extreme poverty?Health (UNSDG 3)  - Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all. Healthcare systems are a central element in a functioning equal society, whether it is addressing major diseases or assuring the presence of state-of-the-art health services for higher life quality. How can satellite based technology offer real benefits to medical practitioners working in remote locations? Education (UNSDG 4) - Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all. 262 million children and youth aged 6 to 17 are still outside of the school system. With the determination to provide equal education everywhere so that people can reach their full potential - how can satellite reach help education efforts in remote areas? 
	description: Harness the power of space to bring positive changes to lives of millions via improved access to finance, healthcare and education
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	Catch Line: Satcom4Good: make Earth a better place from Space
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